
Just 40 minutes south of Perth

AUSTRALIA’S ORIGINAL AND MULTI-AWARD WINNING WILD DOLPHIN EXPERIENCE

SWIM WITH 
WILD DOLPHINS

Reservations and enquiries: dolphins.com.au or phone +618 9591 1333



EVER DREAMED OF 

SWIMMING 
WITH WILD 
DOLPHINS?
EXPERIENCE IT TODAY WITH AUSTRALIA’S 
ORIGINAL AND MULTI AWARD-WINNING WILD 
DOLPHIN SPECIALISTS!

With over 24 years of friendship and trust built up with 
Rockingham’s local bottlenose dolphins, we offer visitors a 
unique opportunity to swim with these fascinating creatures 
in their natural environment. You may see mothers nursing 
calves, discover how they use stingrays to catch their 
dinner or watch the boys showing off for the ladies. It’s an 
unforgettable, exhilarating encounter that we are privileged 
to share.

THE EXPERIENCE
Your adventure begins with cruising Rockingham’s 
sheltered bays and islands. With a population of over 200, 
it usually doesn’t take long to find some dolphins ready to 
play. When a sighting is made, an excited buzz takes over 
the boat as the crew ensures you’re fully prepared to enter 
the water. ‘Zip your wetsuits up, masks and snorkels on 
and make your way to the swim deck – it’s time to get wet!’ 
Sleek, silvery grey dorsal fins start breaking the surface of 
the water within metres of the back of the boat and then 
the skipper gives the command everyone’s been waiting 
for… ‘Go!’

Suddenly, you are surrounded by flashing grey torpedoes 
and the water is filled with whistles, splashes and laughter 
– both human and dolphin. They don’t do tricks and we 
don’t feed them, we simply spend some time enjoying each 
other’s company… it’s a wild encounter!

You don’t have to be an expert swimmer and no previous 
snorkelling experience is necessary. Just bring a sense of 
adventure and be ready for an unforgettable, exhilarating 
encounter!

We are dedicated to ensuring the best experience for 
both visitors and dolphins. The dolphins approval of our 
friendship is reflected in our better than 99% success rate, 
however we ask you to remember that we are visiting wild 
animals in their natural environment. Please approach 
each encounter with caution and respect and never 
assume that we have control over the dolphins’ appearance 
or behaviours.
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HOW IT ALL BEGAN…
Terry Howson grew up surfing, sailing and swimming the 
waters of Rockingham. In 1989, he set out to pursue his 
dream of swimming with the local wild dolphins. Seven days 
a week, 10 hours a day he followed them on a small boat, 
observing their habits and behaviours and when they looked 
naturally playful he would attempt to enter the water and 
join in on the fun! After many months of trial and error his 
determination finally paid off when a curious young female 
dolphin, who he now knows as Logo, swam up to investigate 
him. As time went on Terry’s underwater interactions with 
Logo became more frequent as her trust in his friendship 
strengthened. Gradually, other dolphins became curious of 
the new visitor in their world and started to interact on a 
regular basis and he realized he had a unique opportunity to 
share this special experience with others.

Terry strongly believed that food should never be offered 
as an incentive and that wild dolphins should never be 
removed from their environment. He was determined from 
the beginning that any relationship that evolved with the 
local dolphins was to be based on mutual friendship and 
trust. He also believed learning how to fit into the dolphin’s 
way of life rather than trying to make them conform to ours 
was the best way to truly present a wild dolphin experience.

His efforts have been recognized with a series of awards 
including the 2001, 2002 and 2003 West Australian 
Ecotourism Awards. In 2004 the Swim with Wild Dolphins 
tour was inducted into the West Australian Tourism Hall 
of Fame and achieved Terry’s ultimate goal of winning the 
Australian Tourism Award for Ecotourism.

BOOK NOW:
www.dolphins.com.au

+618 9591 1333 
Gift vouchers available

WHEN CAN I GO?

Tours depart: 1 Sept – early June
Meet our boat in Rockingham: 8.00am
Coach service departs Perth: 7.00am
Cost: $205 per person*
Coach pickup (see below): $215 – $225* 
Spectator rate: $95 per spectator*

* Cost applies per person regardless of age. Meet us in 
Rockingham or use our coach service. Coach costs at an 
additional $10 per person to meet our bus at the Central 
Perth Tourist Coach Stand, (Refer to map on back page), or 
an additional $20 per person Perth CBD Hotel and Crown 
Hotel pick up available on request.

INCLUSIONS
➜➜ 3 – 6 hour Swim with Wild Dolphins Cruise 
on our luxury, custom built boat
➜➜ Full length wetsuit, mask and snorkel 
and snorkelling lessons
➜➜ Our wild dolphin guarantee
➜➜ Expert guides riding underwater aqua 
scooters to ensure you get up close and 
personal with the dolphins
➜➜ Light lunch and refreshments
➜➜ Self-serve tea, coffee, hot chocolate 
and fresh water
➜➜ Complimentary photos of the cruise 
uploaded to Flickr for you to share! 

The first dolphin Terry ever swam with, named Logo



BOOK NOW:

dolphins.com.au
+618 9591 1333

ENQUIRIES
Email: info@dolphins.com.au 
Phone: +618 9591 1333 
Facebook: facebook.com/rockinghamwildencounters 
Instagram: instagram.com/rockinghamwild  
Office: Cnr Arcadia Dve and Penguin Rd, Shoalwater 
Post: PO Box 5321, Rockingham Beach, WA, 6168

RESERVATIONS HOURS:
1 September – 6 June: Daily 8.30am – 5pm 
7 June – 14 September: Mon – Fri 9am – 2pm 
Closed: 25 December for Christmas 
Winter season: Swim with Wild Dolphins tour is closed 
early June – August 

CATCH 
OUR COACHES 
FROM PERTH…
…from the Wellington 
St Tourist Coach Stand 
outside city bus station 
(opposite corner 
of Queen St). Our bus 
has a big dolphin on one 
side and a penguin on the 
other — you can’t miss it!

MEETING US IN 
ROCKINGHAM
We’re just a 40 minute 
drive from Perth via the 
Kwinana Freeway, and 
we’re easy to find if you’re 
coming from further south, 
too.

Meet the boat at The 
Cruising Yacht Club Jetty 
on the corner of Val St and 
the Esplanade (free street 
parking available).

CANCELLATIONS AND CONDITIONS
• Any cancellations must be made via email and received 

by Rockingham Wild Encounters before the time constraints 
detailed below. Requests for cancellations over the phone will 
not be accepted.

• Bookings of 3 passengers or fewer– cancellations within 48 hours 
of departure are charged 50% of tour cost. Cancellations within 
24 hours of departure or failure to attend are charged 100% of 
tour cost.

• A $25 per person is non-refundable
• Bookings of 4 passengers or more — cancellations within seven days 

of departure date are charged 50% of tour cost. Cancellations within 
48 hours of departure or failure to attend are charged 100% of 
tour cost.

• All tours are subject to weather conditions.
• The dolphins we visit are very consistent in their habits and 

behaviours, however we ask you to approach every encounter with 
caution and respect and to never assume that we have any control 
over their appearance. Previous experience has shown that we work 
on a 99% success rate with respect to the dolphins.

• In the unlikely event that we don’t find dolphins on your cruise then 
you are welcome to come back free of charge for another tour prior 
to the end of the current season.

• Prices valid until 1 June 2017. Price rises may apply after this date. 
Visit our website or call reservations for pricing.
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WE ALSO OFFER FERRIES AND CRUISES TO

Find out more at penguinisland.com.au

PENGUIN ISLAND


